ceo of dell computer

Background[edit]. Michael Dell founded Dell Computer Corporation, dba PC's Limited, in Dell Computer Corporation
in its list of the world's largest companies. Michael Dell became the youngest CEO of a Fortune company.In , Michael
became the youngest CEO ever to earn a ranking on the Fortune Known and admired for his astute business vision and
bold moves, .Michael Dell is the chairman and CEO of Dell Technologies, which was formed in when Dell merged with
computer storage giant EMC. The estimated $Synopsis; Early Life; Dell Computer; Philanthropy; Controversy By , just
eight years after Dell was founded, Michael Dell was the youngest CEO of a.Michael Dell Founder of Dell Computer
Corp. Founded: Opinions expressed by Entrepreneur contributors are their own. "You don't have to be a genius
or.Michael Dell, born in February , is fascinated with computers. In , he purchased his first computer the Apple II and
promptly took it apart to.In he became CEO of the newly formed parent company, Dell PCs Limited later became the
Dell Computer Corporation and ultimately Dell Inc., when.Michael Dell announces a $60 million venture fund to invest
in storage companies and explains the company's shift toward the enterprise.Michael Dell made his first $1, at the age of
12 selling stamps. He helped spark the personal computer revolution when he formed Dell.But when the founder and
CEO of Dell Technologies began his personal "I start exploring this whole computer thing further, and one of
the.Michael S. Dell was the long-time CEO and chairman of Texas-based computer company, Dell Computer.Michael
Dell founded one of the world's most well-known computer companies from his college dorm room. His system of direct
sales helped.Michael Dell, the founder of Dell, is taking the PC maker private in a $bn (? bn) deal as he battle to
transform the company's fortunes.Michael Dell, founder and CEO of Dell computers, gives some advice to
entrepreneurs.At a time when smaller and slicker devices are sweeping the digital market, Michael Dell, Chairman and
CEO of Dell Technologies said.Career: Dell Computer Corporation, Dell Inc., , chief executive Along the way Dell
became one of the wealthiest Americans and the youngest CEO.He changed the company's name to Dell Computer
Corp. in , and the year-old CEO was the youngest man to ever lead a Fortune.Dell wolfionline.com one of the great
success stories of the 20th century. Here is a look at visionary founder Michael Dell and how the PC giant is doing.
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